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invite you to:

Future Ready

Join them for a unique leadership experience inside
their world headquarters and explore with their
leaders how they are preparing for the future.
In a world which is moving at ever increasing
speed, where leaders are expected to take
swift decisions on increasingly complex
issues we can’t continue approaching what
we do using techniques and systems more
suited to the past.

Come with the Disruptive Innovators
Network us as we learn about:
Their cultures, systems, people and
technologies
• How they look at problems and how they
innovate to solve them
• What do they do differently to us and how
can we learn which of these elements will
work best in our world
• Practical insights and hands on experiences
with bespoke, facilitated tours with
plenty of opportunities to ask
questions of the leaders we meet
• Immerse yourself in their total focus
on the customer and the experience
they deliver
• How do they see technology changing
the future of work and the new skills
and roles business will need

Discover,
debate and explore
these issues and more
through our international
leadership experience

Inside Innovation
As leaders we are faced with many challenges, we always have,
but the difference now is we have fewer reference points upon
which to draw, the global pandemic and cost of living crisis have
seen to that. We are under pressure to make more decisions,
more quickly. Leading at speed is now an essential skill.
Disruption is no respecter of tradition. Sectors most affected have
had large numbers of long established suppliers, entrenched systems
and a belief that it will never happen to them.
At £30bn per annum the UK social
housing sector is a huge business, a
social business but one whom may
not be innovating at the pace with
which their tenants and customers
are experiencing in other aspects of
their lives.
The Disruptive Innovators Network
has been established to meet the
demand/need to help organisations
understand and prepare for the future
in a world where technology and
humans coexist and work together.
Our business experience programmes
are a significant and effective way of
sharing learning, knowledge and new
relationships in a way which leaders
can relate to and take back into their
organisation.

Future Ready
Simone Hume,
Head of UK not for Profits (NPO),
UK&I Public Sector
“Amazon Web Services (AWS) are delighted to invite
social housing leaders to learn about Amazon’s
mission to be Earth’s most customer centric
company with a unique experience at our HQ in
Seattle. Learn about our leadership principles which
shape our culture, our data driven approach and
our peculiar mechanisms that enable us to innovate
and bring new products and services to market. In
our non-profits team, we are dedicated to a world
where every person has the opportunity to live a
life of dignity on a healthy planet. Tens of thousands
of non-profits use AWS to increase their impact
and advance mission goals. We look forward to
collaborating with you all and learning how we can
work together in helping deliver positive outcomes
for Social Housing.”
John Kilner,
Account Director, Microsoft Public Sector
“At Microsoft, our mission is to empower
every person and organisation, on the
planet, to achieve more. As ambitious as
that is, we are excited to share our stories
with the social housing sector, showcasing
not only how technology can be a force for
good, but how culture, accessibility and
sustainability are driving innovation across
the globe. We look forward to hosting you!”

Programme summary
Starts
Day 1 & 2

We will spend the first part of our tour at Amazon on
the 12th and 13th September

Days 3 & 4 Our second half of the programme will be spent in the
company of Microsoft on the 14th and 15th September
This experience has been designed for leaders, individuals and
teams who are looking for a stimulating and challenging learning
experience that will maximize time away from the day job. This is
an exceptional opportunity to immerse yourself and learn from
two of the largest and most successful innovation businesses
on the planet.
Ian Wright
Founder and CEO,
Disruptive Innovators Network
The past is no longer a source of reference.
Leaders are living through a system change in
the way organisations work and deliver services.
Unique is an often over used word but in this
instance I think it is an accurate description. When
else will leaders get the chance to spend time at
the centre of two of the biggest brands on the
planet. Known for their creativity, innovations and
the ability to adapt to a rapidly changing world.
So if you want some ‘unique’ insights into the type
of challenges we face and more importantly how
we can go about solving them then this is the
leadership programme for you.
Please note, due to the current operating environment, programme agenda and activities are
subject to change.

Future Ready
Delegates will have access to:
• Amazon Spheres - How does Amazon see the future of work?
What does it look like and how do you design your future
workplaces.
• Leadership and culture - Why creating the right culture and
leadership mindset is essential for an organisation to survive and grow in
the future. What can we learn from Amazon’s leadership model?
• Future for talent - How does Amazon build a brilliant culture for
talent to thrive.
• Envisioning Centre - Visit Microsoft’s new envisioning centre, for a
focused and private view of all the technologies you can deploy now
and prepare to take advantage of in the near future.
• Using your Data - How does Microsoft use predictive data
analytics to provide more citizen focussed services. How does it put
the customer at the heart of everything it does.
• Culture and Change Transformation - How Microsoft focused
on culture to rewrite its business model and drive transformation
throughout.

Why You Should Join Us
• Step outside the social housing world and gain an understanding of alternative
business models and cultures.
• Learn how Microsoft and Amazon have engaged their employees hearts and
minds to create a culture of entrepreneurship and what are they doing to recruit,
develop and retain talent that we could learn from.
• Learn how another culture and country is approaching some of the big issues
around equality, sustainability and the demands of different generations.
• Understand and learn from the way they are preparing for the future of work,
how they design strategies to cope with disruption and have the customer
experience at the heart of everything they do.
• See, touch and feel the latest emerging technologies and explore how they could
transform the way your business works and delivers its customer experiences.
• Find out how step change innovation ideas are captured and how processes are
designed and executed.
• Develop valuable new relationships with a diverse network of peers and leaders
from the UK and US.

Future Ready
Jane Porter,
Chief Operating Officer, Optivo
“The Disruptive Innovators Network
study tour to meet Dutch social
innovators was excellent, superbly
coordinated and facilitated with the
chance to meet social housing
leaders looking to tackle similar
problems to the UK Housing market
but through different methods and
technologies. In particular how they
were working in collaboration with
the likes of tech giants such as
Microsoft was useful in seeing how
we could adopt a similar approach”

Future Ready
Inside
• Amazon Go - A visit to the retail store of the future with
no checkouts and a frictionless customer experience.
Monday 12th September to Tuesday 13th September
The first half of our tour will be hosted by Amazon and will have
exclusive access and insight into:
• Amazon Spheres - How does Amazon see the future of work?
What does it look like and how do you design your future workplaces.
• Leadership and culture - Why creating the right culture and leadership
mindset is essential for an organisation to survive and thrive in the future.
What can we learn from Amazon’s leadership model?
• Future for talent - How does Amazon build a brilliant culture for
talent to thrive.

• The future in technology - A look at the emerging
thinking and technologies which are possible through a
cloud enabled future.
• Working backwards - How your business can learn from
Amazon’s approach to putting the customer at the centre
of everything they do.
• Data insights - How is Amazon technology developing
to manage data in the right way that protects privacy,
transparency but gives organisations the insights it needs.

Marie‑Claire Delbrouque
Managing Director, Samphire Homes,
part of Flagship Group
“The DIN study tour was an incredible
opportunity to network. With a focus on the
art of the possible, with real life examples of
innovation in practise – it’s easy to talk about
innovation, it’s so much harder to deliver it.
Being overseas meant there were no ‘day job’
distractions. It wasn’t a show and tell, it was
honest and inspiring and practical. It was fast
paced with lots to see and take in, so you didn’t
switch off.”

Please note, due to the current operating environment, programme agenda and activities are
subject to change.

Future Ready
Inside

Wednesday 14th September to Thursday 15th September
The second half of our tour will be hosted by Microsoft at their Seattle headquarters
and delegates will learn about:
Experience their latest technologies and innovations: Enjoy a focused view on new and
innovative technologies from Microsoft you can deploy now and prepare to take advantage
of in the near future.
Transforming customer experience: Look at how organisations are empowering
employees to deliver personalised and predictive customer experiences across all
channels that will build valued and trusted relationships with your customers.
Culture & Change transformation: Learn about how Microsoft focussed
on culture to rewrite its business model and drive transformation.

• Microsoft Store Experience – Visit their
flagship store in Seattle, focusing on
customer engagement and continuous
improvement.
• Mixed Reality - How are organisations
across the globe using HoloLens, to solve
real business problems today using
intelligent apps and solutions.
• Accessibility - Learn about how
accessibility is central to what Microsoft
does and how your organisation can take
these technologies and deploy them in your
business to make your employee and
customer experience more inclusive
and diverse.

Sustainability: Learn how Microsoft and its partners can help you to reduce the
environmental impact of your organisation in a sustainable way whilst developing
more sustainable business models and creating opportunities for growth.
Accessibility - Learn about how accessibility is central to what Microsoft does and
how your organisation can take these technologies and deploy them in your business
to make your employee and customer experience more inclusive and diverse.
Security & Zero Trust: In this session, we will focus on the principles and six
foundation pillars of Zero Trust (Identity, Devices, Applications, Infrastructure,
Networking, and Data), and dive into their impact on the threat landscape. We will
provide an overview of Microsoft’s perspective of Zero Trust and how our integrated
solutions can help customers to secure their organisation and data.

Please note, due to the current operating environment,
programme agenda and activities are subject to change.

Meet your hosts

Ian Wright,
Founder and
Chief Executive
Ian is the founder of the Disruptive
Innovators Network. An experienced
senior executive with over 30 years
experience in the social and business
sectors. A passion for creating
the best experiential business
programmes and ensuring the
lessons learned are transferable
back into attendees’ organisations.
If you have any questions about
the study tour or wish to know
more about the specific areas
we will see please contact Ian on
07946 509 322 or ian.wright@
disruptiveinnovatorsnetwork.co.uk

Simone Hume,
Manager NPO
Head of UK Not for Profits
Amazon Web Services
Simone leads a team at Amazon
Web Services (AWS) working with
non-profit organisations including
Housing Associations, Charities,
Research Institutions, Membership
and Tech for Good organisations
helping them leverage cloud to
innovate in delivery of their missions,
whilst driving down cost. Prior to this,
Simone worked with public sector
bodies on their cloud migration and
transition strategies to AWS. Simone
has over 28 years’ experience in IT,
with the last 18 being solely focussed
and working within the UK Public
Sector. Simone has previously worked
for both global IT organisations and
SMEs, delivering cloud services
to UK Government including early
government cloud adoption via the
G-Cloud framework.

Future Ready

John Kilner,
Account Director,
Microsoft Public Sector
John manages Microsoft’s
relationship with a number of their
largest social housing customers
with a focus on enabling digital
transformation and helping the
sector to leverage technology that
improves the lives of customers and
residents. John has been at Microsoft
for over seven years, working with a
range of social housing and public
sector organisations. Prior to this he
has worked for a number of Global
Blue Chip and SME IT providers,
always with a focus on enabling the
UK Public Sector to use technology
to deliver better outcome.

Who is the Innovation
learning experience for?

Future Ready
Delegate fees

This international leadership experience is for:
Chief Executives, Directors, Board members and senior leaders responsible for the strategic
direction, business planning and transformative agendas within the organisation. Attendees
must understand their businesses need to innovate with a greater sense of urgency and have
the appetite and authority to make change within their organisation.
It was also be ideal for corporate teams responsible for transformation, innovation, culture
change and the customer experience.

DIN members £995+vat
Non members £1295+vat
Fee does not include travel or
accommodation costs. Please see
next page for more information.

Book your place now

Places are strictly limited and we can only take a small party
inside Amazon and Microsoft so we would
recommend you reserve any places as
soon as possible
Bill Fullen, Chief Executive,
Believe Housing
“If you want to spend some time with like minded people
determined to challenge the way we’ve always done things in
housing then the DIN study visits are for you. Having been on
the two Dutch study visits I can honestly say they were the most
worthwhile events I’ve attended. I came back equipped with new
ideas on how we could continue on our transformation quest.
Importantly talking to our colleagues in the housing sector gave
new insights in to how we can meet our common challenges
around digital transformation, data management and staying
relevant to our customers in a fast changing world. But, it’s not just
about housing, what sets the DIN apart from others is that it can
attract some of the best thought leaders from other sectors and
help us break those barriers we sometimes set ourselves about
what we can achieve in housing.”

Future Ready
The Small Print
1. Our learning programme events will take place at
Amazon HQ and Microsoft HQs in Seattle. This cost
is included in the delegate fee.
2. Delegates will be responsible for booking their own
accommodation. Delegates are free to make their
own arrangements, the Disruptive Innovators
Network will provide a hotel option at a convenient
location, but delegates are free to make their own
arrangements.
3. All meals (except breakfast) are included,
commencing with dinner on 12th September 2022
and ending with dinner on the evening of Thursday
15th September 2022.
4. Delegates will be responsible for travel from their
accommodation to the venues however as both
Microsoft and Amazon HQs are within 20mins of
each other we hope this will be kept to a minimum
and we will try and offer more guidance once the
final programme is signed off.
5. In the event of the whole tour having to be
cancelled the Disruptive Innovators Network will
refund all delegate fees but will not be liable for
any travel or accommodation or other expenses
incurred. We strongly recommend you take out
appropriate insurance for such circumstances or
book with the option to cancel.

6. Passport and visa requirements: All delegates travelling to attend
the international learning experience will be required to have all
necessary passports, visas and travel authorisations. It is highly
recommended that comprehensive travel medical insurance
which includes hospital treatment, covid infection and medical
evacuation is also in place. We should also be made aware of
any health, diet and access requirements that will require special
arrangements. Delegates should seek medical advice before
travelling from their doctor, practice nurse or travel health clinic,
and ensure that all appropriate vaccinations are up-to-date.
7. The full fee for the tour must be paid to the
Disruptive Innovators Network within 14 days of
receipt of our invoice, failure to do this may result in
the cancellation of the delegate’s place on the tour.
8. As delegates are responsible for their own outward
and homeward transport no arrangements have
been made by the Disruptive Innovators Network
in the event that those outward or homeward
journeys are delayed.
9. Due to the current operating environment, our hosts
may need to change the programme without prior
notice. However, DIN will work with them to ensure
any replacement content is relevant and matches the
standards as published in the programme.
10.Substitutions are allowed at any time. However the
delegate fee is non refundable.

